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Use the numbered tabs above to explore this document. You can 
jump to any section at any time; or explore in any order that suits 
you.

This document was created in July of 2007 as a means of presenting 
the findings of research about the use of Amp’d Live.

The purpose of this document is to present a thorough analysis of 
the successes and areas of improvement for Amp'd Live. This 
document will act as a guideline for the philosophical and structural 
changes that need to be realized within Amp’d Live in order to 
ensure the Amp'd brand reflects a unique, innovative, and 
captivating user experience that is the best in its class.
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Research was conducted by the Amp'd Mobile UI Design Team (past and present) with 
help from Amp'd Marketing, including Sce Pike, Quinn Simpson, Jennifer Phannguyen, 
Josh Schoenwald, and Barika Croom. Thanks also to all those who shared their stories 
with us to help create this analysis.

Interviews and Observations

In the beginning of May 2007 the UI team conducted about 20 interviews with (primarily) 
Amp'd employees about their habits when using Amp'd Live. The goal of these interviews 
was to gain a true sense and firsthand account of how people use their phones. More 
than a survey (which have their own merits and drawbacks), we wanted to watch people 
using their phones and to talk to them about habits and areas where Amp'd Live did and 
didn't seem to meet their needs.

In order to understand how to build a successful design, it is important to understand the 
habits and uses of your intended audience. While surveys and focus groups are important 
components to this process, there is no substitute for gaining firsthand knowledge 
through direct observations. Very often a user's account of their own behavior and 
motives is inaccurate or at the very least incomplete. Observations allow this discrepancy 
to be understood; furthermore they allow opportunities for researchers to probe for more 
details in particularly interesting situations. These observations, coupled with the focus 
group and survey results as well as our team's own expertise provided all the necessary 
tools to compile this analysis. 

Overall the interviews were enlightening, but they also confirmed some suspicions we had 
about how & when people use Amp'd Live based on our own experiences. Most people 
we spoke with said they use Amp'd Live only in situations where they have nothing else to 
do, so essentially it's a last resort for them. Many admitted to not really using Amp'd Live 
outside of work because they just didn't have a reason to. This should not indicate that 
Amp'd Live has no appeal in the market place, but rather that its appeal can be greatly 
enhanced; and there is enormous potential to do this.

People indicated that although they liked the general look and feel, they would quickly 
trade that for easier navigation and faster load / refresh times. Additionally, features like 
push-to-phone need to work more seamlessly and with better reliability.

Although these particular interviews are not indicative of our entire core subscribers, they 
still represent a large part of our target demographic. It's important to note that our 
target demographic and core subscribers may not be perfectly aligned. Additionally, usage 
patterns may be inflated from that of paying customers due to the fact most interviewees 
were employees and thus were not paying for service. Summaries of our interviews are 
included below.

        Interview Summaries
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1.1 Research
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Interviews and Observations

The online survey was available to Amp’d subscribers in the Spring of 2007. We received 
just under 100 responses. The questions ranged from specific Amp’d Live usage questions 
to general phone usage behavior. 

Overall the results we saw were consistent with our other findings; mainly that:

1. People use Amp’d Live when they’re bored.
2. People want Amp’d Live to be faster
3. There is a significant amount of latent functionality.
4. People want their phone to serve them better.

Below is a link to the survey results.

        Amp’d Live Survey
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1.1 Research
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Focus Groups

The Marketing and UI departments traveled to New York, Dallas, and Los Angeles in 
September and October of 2006 to conduct user focus groups.  The focus groups involved 
a group discussion with 3-10 participants at a time regarding their use of Amp’d Live, their 
likes and dislikes, their wish-lists, etc.  Participants reflected Amp’d’s target demographic 
and declared themselves to be medium to heavy Amp’d Live users.

Topics discussed:
 •   How they heard about Amp’d Live
 •   Reasons for accessing Amp’d Live
 •   Primary methods of navigating through Amp’d Live (browse, search, etc.)
 •   Places/situations Amp’d Live is accessed
 •   Comments on content offerings
 •   Ease of use finding content
 •   Most used features (of Amp’d Live and of device)
 •   Dual delivery mechanism (Web and Handset) and preference
 •   Delivery options (download vs. stream)
 •   Acceptable plan costs
 •   Their definitions of mobile entertainment
 •   Their idea of the future of mobile entertainment

All participants stated they used Amp’d Live during breaks in their day, while waiting in 
lines, on the subway, etc.  A surprising amount said they also used Amp’d Live/ the 
Internet for specific tasks such as reading email, logging on to school websites for 
homework, etc.
The most popular discussions; however were about content offerings and prices.  They 
discussed which offerings they liked and which ones they did not like.  Participants were 
very opinionated about content, such as full shows vs. clip issues, content prices being too 
expensive (games) and wish-lists for more mature content.  

Consensus on navigating through Amp’d Live was that it was fairly straightforward but 
slow.  Participants described a healthy balance between searching and browsing, 
depending on their needs.  A majority said naming conventions for content were 
inadequate and not descriptive.  Participants also had a lot to say regarding hardware 
issues such as broken phones, future phones, etc.

Overall, users expressed satisfaction with Amp’d Live and its unique offerings. A more 
detailed analysis from these sessions is attached below.

        Amp’d UI Research Focus Group Findings
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1.1 Research
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Improvement2.3 Areas for
Improvement2.2 ALUI

Successes

The following indicators can be used to measure the relevance and value of a given 
application or service in the mobile space. These parameters are broken down into three 
categories. These indicators come as the result of analyzing our research and 
understanding at a fundamental level what creates a success.

Category A depicts essential requirements to give adequate value to the product. These 
are requirements that must be met in order to assure that the product is relevant to the 
mobile space and will be adopted by users. The means by which these requirements are 
satisfied defines the User Interface of the product. The word "information" can be 
replaced by other relevant terms such as product, service, feature, etc.

Category B guidelines must be met in order to differentiate the product from competition 
and allow the product to really stand out in a class by itself. It's worth noting that these 
are guidelines in the sense that they are not requirements (as opposed to Category A) for 
adoption, but they become requirements for success which is not predicated on merely 
meeting the status quo. Products that meet all these guidelines are best-of-breed award 
winners. The iPod is one of the best examples of this, as is Adobe Photoshop.

Category C parameters are not necessarily required for adoption or standalone success, 
although they do have a significant impact. Satisfying these parameters can help your 
product, but it won't sustain success if the other requirements are not met. Because 
Category C parameters are often specific to a particular domain, it's impossible to list 
them all out.

1 2 3
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Indicators
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Category A Requirements

1A: Providing information that people want

Simply put, if people don't want it, they're not going to take it for free, let alone buy it. 
Figuring out 'what people want' is difficult, but through market research, interviews, and 
analyses, patterns emerge which point to design successes.

2A  Providing that information quickly, easily, and reliably

This is another simple requirement but is often overlooked, especially the reliable aspect. If 
something isn't available quickly and painlessly or isn't reliable, usage will be poor and 
confidence will be low. The amount of hassle people are willing to endure, or time people 
are willing to wait is directly proportional to the product's performance on the other three 
Category A requirements, and to a much lesser extent performance on Category B and C 
requirements.

3A  Providing the information in situations where it would otherwise be extremely difficult 
or impossible to obtain or use

Apart from providing something that people want, satisfying this requirement is 
particularly important to the mobile space because it requires that the product is more 
relevant when used on/with a mobile phone than without one. A good example of this is 
a built-in camera because with a mobile phone pictures can be shared easily from a 
phone. A poor example would be a separate application for sending SMS that doesn't 
integrate seamlessly with the native operating system of the phone.

4A  Providing the information in situations where the information is still desired and 
valuable

Satisfying Requirement 3A is useless without this requirement. Just because information 
can be accessed in a particular situation doesn't mean it makes sense for that situation. 
This requirement should be specifically evaluated to assure that the information is relevant 
to the mobile space.
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Category B Guidelines

1B  Doing something easily that hasn't been done well (or at all) before

Satisfying this guideline creates a distinction in the market for this product. Because there 
is little cross-pollination in the mobile phone industry as compared to the Internet; this can 
often have little effect since switching phone carriers is often a large obstacle. Still, there is 
marketing value for attracting new customers looking for a new carrier and retaining 
current customers.

2B  Doing something far better than anyone else is doing

Even if you're not the first to market with a particular product, that's no reason to think 
you can't be successful if you do something far and away above the competition. Again, 
Apple proved this point with the success they've had with the iPod, and are poised to try it 
again with the iPhone.

3B  Providing a visually compelling experience which complements the UI and enhances 
the desirability

 A product should also be visually appealing and appropriate for the brand. Here is an 
example where Amp'd's Music ID application passes with all flags flying and Mobile IM 
really falls flat. Visual design is a necessary component to communicate the brand, 
establish individuality, and improve the user experience. 
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Category C Parameters

1C  Doing something that seems impossible or that nobody thought could be done 
reasonably

While satisfying this parameter is not essential for adoption or success, it can help both if 
it applies. This parameter is part of what defines true innovation.

2C  Doing something in a completely different way than anyone thought could be done

This is another part of how a truly innovative product or service is defined.
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Music ID

Amp'd Music ID application is one of the best applications released in the mobile space. It 
is successful because it fills a need that people have, while being incredibly easy to use. 
People listen to music all the time, it's everywhere: on television, on their car radio, in a 
shopping mall, at a movie, etc. In most public settings it's impossible or very difficult to 
find out what you're listening to, and this application makes it easy to do just that, as well 
as buy the song with 2 clicks if it's available–all you need is your Amp'd phone with you.

It fills the need because it works well within the parameters of relevance–i.e. when you're 
mobile; or any time you're away from a computer. This application would be of limited to 
no use as a downloadable computer application for this reason, because in this context it 
doesn't offer something you can't get more easily and cheaply. As a utility, Music ID 
performs exceedingly well on all of the Category A Requirements. It is because of this that 
Music ID is of value to customers enough so that they're willing to pay for this service. But 
it also succeeds on all Category B Guidelines which elevate this application to 
best-of-breed status.

These successes really take the application to to the next level, and make it a true 
standout; people go "wow!" when they hear about this. It even succeeds on Parameter 
C1 by doing something that seems almost impossible. Even though Amp'd was not the 
first carrier to deploy this type of application, it was the first carrier to provide a complete 
service offering including the ability to purchase a song once it has been identified.

This is the type of thing for which Apple is renowned. One could imagine Apple touting a 
service like this that lets you identify songs from your iPhone and purchase them from the 
iTunes Store. Also, it is success on these last parameters that skyrocket the application's 
marketability and allow it to soar above mediocrity and make it a truly great application. 
This is why Music ID has been one of the top 2 applications downloaded every month 
since August of 2006 (2 months after it was released).

For further comparison, consider the Mobile IM application that Amp'd sells. The 
application meets all of the Category A Requirements. This is why people are willing to 
pay for it. But the application fails rather miserably at all of the second-level Guidelines; it 
doesn't do something that nobody else is doing, it doesn't do something better than what 
else is out there, and the visual design is rather abysmal. The reason it's used at all is the 
same reason that MySpace is one of the most accessed web sites on our phones: users 
want to be connected to their peers who are also connected, and this is a key means to 
achieve that. With MySpace and Mobile IM, success is seen in spite of the UI, not because 
of it. While this does enable Amp'd to say "We have mobile IM on our phones," or "We 
have MySpace on our phones", it is far from the level of quality that we should aspire to 
create and deliver to our customers, especially if we desire to differentiate ourselves in the 
market place.
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New (Medio) Search

Plain and simple, the new search application makes it a lot easier to appreciate the size of 
our offering and figure out quickly if something is there or isn't there. Not only does it 
help users get to what they want in a fraction of the time it would otherwise take them, 
but it helps with discovery since as a user is typing, the results are updated in real time, 
giving a glimpse at some other content they may not have known about.

Additionally, searching by artists A to Z can be accomplished much more quickly with the 
new search application as opposed to browsing the Amp'd Live deck. The one element of 
browsing the deck that you don't really get with the application is being able to see 
content broken down into different categories like genres.

The search application satisfies all of the Category A Requirements, especially 1A and 2A. 
It's interesting to note that Requirement 3A is satisfied by the fact that the search applica-
tion replaces the old search mechanism, which was more difficult often did not present 
information in a way that was valuable. The tremendous usage we've seen with this 
application (which is also one of the most downloaded applications on our deck) is a 
testament to this fact.

Additionally, the application satisfies Guidelines 1B and 2B, and comes close enough to 
passable on 3B. Although this is more of a utility application, the benefit to the user is 
significant since it provides a complete solution better than any other carrier. Nowhere else 
is it faster to download content thanks to this application.
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Streaming live TV & Radio

That our phones can play video is nothing new or particularly intriguing. But in order for 
our phones to be used as real video devices there needs to be pertinent and reliable video 
programming, and people need an easy way to get to it. Previously, all of our video 
programming was delivered through VOD clips scattered throughout Amp'd Live. These 
clips showed much of the same content as is currently shown on Amp'd TV, but it was 
more difficult to find, to know when & where to get new clips, etc.

Amp'd TV solves this problem in a few ways. First, you can pay one price to get access to 
all channels (this will be changing with the advent of the new Gold / Platinum pricing 
structure), so this means that all channels are located in a single place within Amp'd Live. 
More importantly, these channels are located within My Stuff so the customer always 
knows exactly where they're located. Second, providing always-on linear streams removed 
the need to search through hundreds of clips to find something to watch. While this may 
seem counterintuitive in that customers have less control over what they see; because 
much of the usage comes from people who are looking to kill time, faster access to con-
tent becomes the most important variable here, and the task of figuring out what to 
watch is actually a hindrance. Additionally, the breadth of channels ensures that there is 
always something new to watch.

This creates a situation where users have quick access to a wide array of content that (to 
general knowledge) is constantly changing. Linear television is attractive because it makes 
it easy to access for the customer; all they have to do is launch Amp'd TV and watch. If 
usage begins trending to the point where people are turning to their mobile phones as a 
source for television (as opposed to a time-killer), then it will become a much bigger issue 
to ensure that users have control over what they watch and when they watch it (more like 
the VOD model). As it stands, linear TV is the better solution right now, which explains 
why linear TV is more popular than VOD clips by about a factor of two. This trend is 
analogous to what's happening in broadcast television, where VOD content is only now 
becoming more and more popular.

It is easy to see how the linear TV offering satisfies all of the Category A Requirements, 
and how it compares to VOD downloads. While VOD downloads offer greater choice and 
specificity, as compared to linear TV the information is not as easy to get (1A), and it's not 
as reliable because file naming conventions often make it difficult to know what the clip is 
about (2A). Linear television doesn't have this issue because there is no inherent expecta-
tion that when you turn on Comedy Central, you're going to see a specific clip of last 
night's episode of The Daily Show.

On their own without comparing them to linear TV, VOD downloads satisfy most of the 
Category A Requirements with the partial exception of 2A as noted above. But in com-
parison to linear TV, it's clear that VOD just doesn't stack up quite as well, which is one 
reason why the usage numbers have declined. That's not to say that VOD has no value, 
only that it's value is less than that of linear TV.
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"I don't show them Amp'd Live because it's slow. I show them My Stuff because I think 
it's not about saying 'Here's Amp'd Live,' it's about saying: 'Here's what an Amp'd phone 
can do.' "

The quote above is very telling because it underscores the fact that Amp'd Live as it 
currently exists is not something cool that you want to show off; it's really what it allows 
your phone to do that's cool. 

We uncovered 3 high-level issues which underscore the areas that we must improve.
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Amp'd Live is not indispensable. It's a store.

The crux of the issue is that Amp'd Live today functions as a store. It's a place where you 
can purchase more content than you can ever imagine, but the experience of actually 
using Amp'd Live is really more about going and buying the content. Nobody likes to 
spend hours and hours in a store; they want to get in and buy something and get out. If 
we continue with the Amp'd Live-as-store model, we're going to end up with more 
content than our users can ever hope to enjoy, and even with the new search it will be 
increasingly difficult to make all of this content accessible. By some accounts this is already 
happening.

Although we sell a lot of content, most of what Amp'd Live is about is just that–selling 
content, and changing the content doesn't change the fact that it's a store. As it stands, 
the Amp'd Live-as-store model has some key drawbacks.

These drawbacks explain some of the issues with Amp'd Live as a store today, but they 
become even more important when thinking about taking Amp'd Live beyond just being a 
store. These are important components that need to be addressed, because we can't take 
Amp'd Live beyond being just a store until we can improve its ability to work as one.

Speed

From launching Amp'd Live to moving between pages, the overwhelming majority of 
feedback corroborated what we had suspected was a major issue: the overall interaction is 
too slow. Our observations showed that people would consistently avoid certain pages 
they knew would take a lot longer to load. A common example is launching directly into 
My Stuff instead of Amp'd Live because you don't have to wait for the promo video to 
load. Because there is so much content, it takes many pages to get to a particular content 
ID page. This issue is exacerbated by the fact that going from page to page requires a 
re-load of the entire page, which initiates a new transition sequence in addition to a 
network call to retrieve the new list of content. Network latency of course is another 
factor that slows things down.

Too Much Content

Though it might seem absurd, the amount of content we have is actually a big reason 
underscoring the perception that Amp'd Live is slow. Because there is so much content 
and comparatively little space on the screen, organization is paramount to having even a 
slight chance of finding what you want. But this also means navigating multiple pages of 
hierarchical categories, or scrolling through extremely long lists. This experience is far 
inferior to the already-compromised experience of using a computer and large monitor to 
browse for content.

Our research has found that people are willing to browse exceedingly large catalogs, but 
the more information there is to sort through, the shorter they're willing to wait to go 
from page to page. Many people were observed browsing for content on their computer 
(at ampd.com), finding what they want and then searching for that content directly on 
the handset to purchase it. Download statistics show that the top 200 or so most down-
loaded content items account for an overwhelming majority of all the content sold. This is 
an indication of two things: First, that people are having some difficulty in accessing our 
entire catalog, and secondly, that there exists a quorum of content needed to validate its 
utility in the market place. Amp'd has reached this quorum and continues to exceed it, but 
with diminishing returns. Which is to say, speaking merely of the amount of content we 
offer (not the different types or delivery methods), Amp'd already has what it takes, and 
continuing to push the envelope with more and more content will not be as lucrative as 
continuing to find new outlets for this content (linear TV channels, shows on Comedy 
Central, etc).

It's important to note that it's really not that we have too much content, but that we have 
too much content that is capable of being displayed well enough to make it entirely useful 
in the current user interface.

Continued... 
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Barrier to Entry

Part of the uniqueness of Amp'd Live is in the details. It's in the smart graphics and the 
clever page transitions. It's in the video promotion that plays automatically and the edgy 
content. All of these features are important differentiators that we should preserve, but 
they should not come at the expense of usability. 

The promotional video is a particularly important component to this. When you launch 
Amp'd Live, we want to put our best foot forward; we want to show the user that this is 
something new and different that's going to blow their socks off. The last thing we want 
to do is get them all the way there and then put up big "WAIT" sign before they're 
allowed to do anything.

Research shows that reactions were fairly mixed when it came to the promo video. Some 
people liked the fact that the phone was talking to them, and some people thought it was 
intrusive and irritating. But across the line, everyone agreed that having to wait for the 
video to load was a significant sore spot, and they dreaded opening Amp'd Live because 
in order to do anything they had to wait until the video completed refreshing. We don't 
want people to dread using Amp'd Live.

Unclear Naming Conventions

Even when getting to a page with content listed on it, ambiguity in naming conventions 
can make it difficult to tell the difference between items when there are multiple version 
of something, or when the alloted space doesn't provide enough characters to identify the 
item. Though it may seem paradoxical, we found that the more trust someone has in 
knowing the value of a particular content item, the more time they're willing to spend 
validating that suspicion. Conversely, the less confidence they have in knowing what the 
content item is, the less time they're willing to spend to find out. Browsing or searching 
for content is a quest, and people are hesitant to embark or continue on a quest if they 
believe there's a low probability of finding something useful. This knowledge contradicts 
the notion that if someone doesn't know what a content item is, "all they have to do is 
preview it." We need to provide enough information & context for users to be confident 
in knowing what they're seeing, and what they might see ahead.

       ...Back 
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Amp'd Live is a singular experience.

Amp'd's viral videos and short TV clips serve as a mobile version of YouTube, except with-
out the ability to pass along the links to friends. The Amp'd Live experience doesn't lend 
itself easily to sharing with other people, and this feature is one of the biggest reasons for 
YouTube's success.

When people use Amp'd Live, almost universally we found that they're alone with their 
phone. Either they're in a public environment such as a subway or a classroom, or they're 
by themselves in their car, or even the bathroom. This experience is isolating, since while 
you are experiencing this content you are shut off from the rest of the world. It's not 
possible (at least not with Amp'd) to multitask while watching a video or listening to a 
song, so the opportunity lies in what happens after you watch a video or listen to a song.

The mobile phone is primarily and most importantly a means to communicate with others, 
so it follows that to the extent possible, Amp'd Live should enable communication rather 
than hinder it.
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The Amp'd Live UI metaphor is stale

The UI navigation scheme is designed such that it invites users to keep going from page to 
page looking for content. The time it takes to load & refresh pages, along with the 
number of pages required to get to content slows down the overall speed of Amp'd Live 
significantly. Part of this perception lies in the fact that there's really nothing on the pages 
to hold the user's attention aside from a list of content or categories which only invite the 
user to leave the page to see what's next.

Some pages have a promotional video, but they don't appear on every page and they can 
only showcase one or two things at a time. On top of that: it takes awhile to load the 
videos, it's much slower to have to listen to the entire video than to read a line of text or 
interpret a graphic, and it's not economical or practical to use video as a means of provid-
ing information to the user.

However impractical, the promo videos are nonetheless important to the current UI 
because they are the only real content on each page. Part of the problem is that with 
regards to Amp'd, the general notion of "content" is limited to a specific item available 
for streaming or download on our deck. The challenge is to expand our definition of what 
defines content, and to incorporate more of this directly into the UI. 
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Connect!
3.2 Create a

Destination

The first step to addressing the problem areas is to ensure that Amp'd Live is the best 
store that it can be. This means more than just making sure it has the best content, but 
that the content is presented in the best possible way with the best possible access and 
the fewest number of barriers to purchase.
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3.2 Create a

Destination

Speed

One of the biggest problems lies with the promotional video which refreshes on startup 
and requires the user to wait for it to finish before Amp'd Live is at all usable (you can't 
even go into 'My Stuff'). Whether you like or dislike the video itself, we must get away 
from the "hurry up and wait" model, and allow users to begin using Amp'd Live as soon 
as it's launched, regardless of whether the promo video is cached or not, or whether a 
promo video even exists. This is the implementation we have on the Amp'd version of the 
Motorola Q.

Because of the unreliability of network speeds, it's also important that we optimize the 
graphics as much as possible for speed. It's still important that they be visually stunning, 
but that doesn't have to mean endlessly complicated just for the sake of being flashy. 
People don't purchase page transitions or interface graphics, which means they won't be 
looking for these elements, so they shouldn't stand out on their own. If they don't 
contribute directly to the experience they'll only be a distraction. There is no neutral in 
design (Woods, 2002).

Another cause for slowdown has to do with the number of different network calls that 
have to be made at various times to validate, authenticate, etc. As much as possible, these 
network calls should be transparent to someone using Amp'd Live. Whether they occur 
during 'downtime' (either when Amp'd Live is open but data is not being actively 
downloaded) or hidden during downloads, they should not stop or slow someone from 
using Amp'd Live as much as possible.

As people browse Amp'd Live in search of content, we should also strive to pre-load as 
many content items or category names as is feasible (without causing unnecessary load 
times). Perhaps this would mean pre-loading a small database of values on the client itself 
to help with this, being able to predict with some accuracy what someone is looking for, 
or even the ability to save some information to the client during each session that might 
help speed up load times for subsequent sessions.

Finally, one of the most important factors is simply to reduce the number of screens it 
takes to purchase an item. If we can assess that someone is on the path to purchasing 
something, we should ensure that it's easy and quick to do just that. If we assess that they 
may be looking for information or trying check the status of something; in other words, if 
they're looking for 'content' that's not necessarily sitting on the deck waiting to be 
downloaded, then we should optimize the experience for this.
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Reign in the content

We need to develop better ways of accessing our large catalog that help users utilize the 
most efficient path to the content they're looking for. Browsing for content is particularly 
useful with diverse or abbreviated offerings such as Most Popular lists, or greatest hits. 
Especially with editorial lists, most of the time the only characteristic that all elements of 
the list have in common is the fact that they're on the same list. This gives value to the list 
itself, and to allowing people to browse by that list.

While we don't want to prevent people from browsing for content A to Z, for large cata-
logs this is an extremely inefficient way to find something. Some ways to alleviate this are 
with a single-layer genre list that lists artists. Once you find an artist, you're taken to that 
artist's page with all of the content available. In addition, this page could include other 
useful information like tour or ticket information, discography, latest news, etc. This allows 
users to get to information more quickly and also gives them more than just song titles.

If a user is looking for something specific, far and away the quickest way to find out if it's 
available is to do a search. Search needs to be embedded into Amp'd Live in such a way 
that it is easily discoverable and reliable enough that it's used often. The ability to search 
only within categories is another key way to allow users to get to what they're looking for 
quickly.
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Provide Context

Part of the challenge in working on tiny displays is providing enough information on the 
screen at a given time. In order to display many items at once, you have to reduce the 
amount of space available for any one item. This increases the likelihood that names will 
be truncated. Exacerbating this problem at Amp'd is the content that we get from some 
of our vendors which is either not properly named or have very long names that don't 
distinguish themselves until well beyond the available characters for the screen.

To solve this, we must be able to provide a quick way to disambiguate items to answer the 
question "Is this the content I'm looking for?" Jedi Mind Tricks aside, this means under-
standing the salient features and making them quickly apparent. This might mean quickly 
displaying the entire name if it's being truncated, displaying a thumbnail view of the 
content, or providing inline previewing so the user can obtain the necessary context to 
help them identify the item. At the same time, we must make sure to not lose the context 
they've generated by requiring them to visit a detail page, then the preview, then back to 
the detail page, and finally back to the list so they can relocate their place, choose the 
next item, and repeat the process.

Specifically, when users are at the point of looking for content, it is our responsibility to 
provide as much information as possible to help them make a decision to purchase. But 
merely making the information available somewhere is not enough to make it useful; the 
environment must impart observability (Sarter, et. al 1994) so that users can naturally and 
effortlessly get all the information they need.
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Connect!

A critical component of Amp'd Live is its ability to sell individual items, but this is not the 
only way that Amp'd Live can provide value to our customers. Amp'd is known for having 
an abundance of content, but this content is for the most part what people enjoy in their 
spare time; it doesn't engage them, inform them, or inspire them to share it with other 
people.

Content should be defined as anything that customers aspire to acquire while using their 
phones. Whether it's the latest Snoop ringtone, the recap from last night's playoff game, 
directions to happy hour, or a reminder that a new episode of Lil' Bush is premiering on 
Amp'd TV; all of this is content. We need to provide the best possible access to this 
information.

The key is to be able to integrate this type of content into the Amp'd Live experience, so it 
becomes a mixture of content that we sell, information people care about, and services 
which allow people to access this information. By doing so, the experience of using Amp'd 
Live becomes much much more than a place to buy stuff; it becomes a mobile 
headquarters for just about any information people care about. Want to always know 
who's playing at the Roxy, keep a blog about your cross-country road trip, or see the latest 
photos from your favorite Flickr group? These are the activities which are defining the 
"Internet 2.0" and there's no reason why we shouldn't be on the forefront of bringing 
that type of integration to the mobile space.

In building this type of environment, we need to incorporate burgeoning technologies 
directly into the experience as well as continuing to offer the best traditional content. In 
other words, rather than posting a link to Flickr, we allow people to customize their home 
page with a Flickr stream. Instead of requiring users to visit LiveJournal, allow them to 
subscribe to their friends' blogs and get notified whenever there are updates. Allow them 
to buy concert tickets for their favorite band. Let them read user reviews for the restaurant 
they're walking by while on vacation. In these ways, Amp'd Live becomes synonymous 
with being connected with your world wherever you are.

Amp'd Live is the biggest differentiator for us. Apart from cheap rates or free phones, 
Amp'd Live should be the reason people become Amp'd customers. We don't offer the 
best deals on our phones, we don't have the widest phone selection and we don't have 
the cheaper-than-cheap rate plans. Our goal should be to make Amp'd Live as 
indispensable to people's lives as possible, so instead of thinking: "I can't leave home 
without my phone", they think: "I can't leave home without my Amp'd phone."
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Lockbox

In turning Amp'd Live from a store into a destination, care must be exercised to ensure 
that the products and services are designed to fit the needs of the people who will use 
them. Understanding this need is the first challenge, and developing an elegant solution 
to addressing it is the second challenge. A great example of a partial solution at Amp'd is 
Lockbox.

It seems fairly obvious that providing a way to backup mobile phone contacts is a good 
idea, and one that hasn't really been executed well by most other carriers, especially if you 
don't have a Smartphone. The Amp'd solution is pretty good–it doesn't require a 
computer so no matter what happens to your phone you can retrieve your contacts when 
you get a new phone–wherever you are.

But taking that idea further, when you really look at how people manage their contacts, 
you find that many people already have contact lists through Outlook, or Yahoo! Mail, or 
GMail, etc. Being able to synch these databases with the phone's file system as well as the 
Lockbox server would really be a better solution. Contacts are not DRM-protected; so 
there should be no reason why they can't go freely between a phone and a computer. Of 
course, the Lockbox server is still an important component because if you're not at your 
computer or if something should happen to your computer you still have a backup that 
you can access whenever you have your phone, or if you get a new phone.

Additionally, users should have access to their contacts from the Amp'd website if they 
need to get information when they may be away from their phone (traveling abroad is a 
good example). Amp'd can still provide adequate solutions without some of these details, 
but providing the entire solution will encourage Amp'd's reputation as a company that 
strives to deliver the very best experience of any mobile carrier. That reputation will go a 
long way in enabling Amp'd to attract and retain more customers for whom this type of 
dedication is rewarding and who are more likely to reward us with their business.
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Customization

Another important element of transforming Amp'd Live is to allow people the opportunity 
to customize their experience. Doing this gives people a sense of ownership that includes 
Amp'd Live. Mobile phone users already feel a sense of ownership and attachment to their 
phones as pieces of hardware which represent their identity, but no such bond exists 
between their experience with Amp'd Live. Customization can happen in any number of 
ways, from enabling them to change themes, skins, add favorites, customize the home 
screen, etc. Other than Apple's iPhone, which is marketed specifically on the merits of its 
user interface, almost no other phones are marketed or appreciated in this way. Amp'd 
has a unique user interface which must continue to be the reason people want to use our 
service, and allowing users to customize this experience is an important element to achiev-
ing this goal.
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Social networks represent a gaping hole in the Amp'd Live network as it currently stands. 
Customers are given access to existing social networks like MySpace, but this access is 
tempered by a severely compromised experience which requires a lot of effort to engage. 
There is no connection from Amp'd Live to social networks, so all this great content that 
we have on our deck is not passed around.

Amp'd needs to really take this problem by the reins and devise ways to tightly integrate 
easy access to existing social networks while at the same time building a network of our 
own. People can already share their photos on Flickr or their videos on YouTube, but 
there's no place to showcase your favorite Amp'd original video content, or show off 
what ringtones and songs you've downloaded, etc. People want access to MySpace 
because it's the place where they'll get the most exposure, there's nothing inherent about 
MySpace that exists without millions of members.

By creating tools for people to connect with others that don't require launching a separate 
application for IM, web browsing, photo sharing, etc; by incorporating this support as a 
natural extension of the user interface, we enable our users to express themselves in an 
entirely new way, and create a bond with the Amp'd brand that will ensure greater loyalty 
and significantly differentiate us from every other carrier.
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The ideas and analyses set forth in this document indicate that a paradigm shift is 
necessary to allow Amp'd to evolve into a greater incarnation. We must dedicate ourselves 
to delivering the best possible product, which might not always be the fastest to market 
or the cheapest to build.

In the past, Amp’d has relied on time-to-market and bargain pricing to lure subscribers. 
Our research has shown that the best way to differentiate in this crowded marketplace is 
by having the very best product, or making the very best product we can. Markets will 
always exist for bottom-feeders and early-adopters, but we've shown that the former is 
not profitable and as it stands our offering does not reflect the genuine interests of the 
latter. If we can realize this shift it will allow us to create the next generation in mobile 
entertainment, which is the reason we all became Amp'd employees.
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Amp’d Live Interview Summary •  May 2007
Quinn Simpson & Jennifer Phanngyuen, UI Design Engineers


Summary of reactions. Bold indicates greater frequency.


DISLIKES
1. Takes too long to navigate through Amp’d Live
2. 5 item list (beneath promo)
3. Too confined
4. No room for description
5. Same promo video through out the day
6. Too many clicks
7. Refresh
8. Too slow
9. Buffering
10. Streaming sucks
11. Interface design—not appealing/engaging—should be more young & hip (think MTV)
12. Obscure naming convention
13. Confusing
14. Terrible folder structure
15. Promo—annoying
16. Inconsistent
17. Getting content and not being able to watch/play it


LIKE/LOVE
1. Promos—hearing about what’s happening
2. Ability to stream UFC
3. Male VJ (mix it up a little)
4. Amount of content
5. New search
6. Visual presentation
7. Opening animation


WISHLIST
1. Easier way to preview/buy content (web-like)
2. Utilize all directional buttons (up/down/left/right)
3. Rotating promos so you don’t see the same one
4. GPS
5. Icons for frequently used applications/categories
6. Educate users through visuals/thumbnails
7. Better look and feel
8. Thumbnails for wallpapers
9. Easy access to email/email notifications (similar to text messages/vmail)
10. Easy access to the internet
11. More music
12. Customizable Amp’d Live
13. Support more languages
14. Real-time TV
15. Tivo on Amp’d Live
16. Live sports







17. Get rid of launching Amp’d Live
18. Bookmarks
19. “Are you sure you want to exit?” instead of automatically exiting (phone calls)
20. Randomize lists (What’s hot)
21. Tutorials
22. Dynamic icons
23. Search all types of content
24. SMS Alerts (i.e. subscribe to UFC events)
25. Keep promo at all times—gets lost with pagination
26. More information/details
27. Hide promos after they’re played
28. Visually display different types of packages (icons)
29. Ratings
30. Themes/skins
31. Page up/down
32. Pop-up for buy/preview/more details
33. Mute button
34. Ability to send text messages within Amp’d Live
35. Channel surfing
36. Upload your own content
37. Personal library of video/tv for streaming
38. Full episodes
39. Ability to search content you currently own
40. Built in teleporter and a sprinkle of magic
41. Less words, more photos
42. Subscriptions as a top level category > list in ABC order
43. Ticker promo
44. Icon view
45. More diverse content
46. Ability to listen to purchased music through stereo (Apple TV esque)
47. 3 clicks!
48. Working episode guide (click and it takes you to the channel)
49. Ability to easily subscribe when informed that you’re not subscribed
50. Auto preview if selector was left on the item for x seconds
51. Closing the lid of the phone means exit 


Summary & Anecdotes


When/Where
Most users stated they were using it at work for work related tasks and during periods of downtime, 
such as “in traffic” or “in a long line” or “at the doctor’s office” or “in the car at a red light” or  “at the 
DMV” “ on the can” or  “while babysitting” etc.  


What
Most were using Amp’d Live and the phone for a variety of tasks.  The most common tasks tended to 
be to download ringtones, wallpapers, and music,  Tied for second as most common tasks were to ac-
cess applications such as weather, traffic, Music ID, and to use the phone’s browser to look up sports 
scores, weather, map services, directory assistance, search, etc.


Followed closely behind the above tasks were to download and play games, in addition to downloading 







Amp’d Original content, such as “Lil’ Bush” or “Lil’ Hollywood”.  Following games and original content, 
users mentioned they watched Amp’d TV.  Comedy central tended to be the most common channel us-
ers said they watched, followed by news and lifestyle channels such as E!, etc. 


Next less common tasks within Amp’d Live were to just browse the deck and see the new content that 
was offered.  They would rely on sections such as What’s Hot on the top deck, followed by top lists 
within individual categories, such as top ringtones, wallpapers, etc.


How
To Access Amp’d Live:  Most every interviewee used the center select key from the idle screen.  Some 
complained that this button had at one time or another stopped working so they would go into the 
phone’s menu and select.


To Access My Stuff:  about half of users said they used the left directional arrow from the idle screen as 
a shortcut to My Stuff.  The other half would first launch Amp’d Live, then wait for promo to load (if first 
launch of day) and then hit the right soft key to access My Stuff.


To Download Ringtones/Wallpapers, Music (Browse Method):  To browse, users would access Amp’d 
Live by above procedures, then select respective category from top deck.  Some even stated they would 
go to What’s Hot and see if any popular content items were listed there first.  They would make heavy 
use of top lists, charts, What’s Hot lists, most popular lists, and the genre list.


To Download Ringtones/Wallpapers, Music (Search Method): Users would first launch Amp’d Live by 
above procedures.  Half of users would use  LSK menu heavily and would access Search from there.  
With this method, almost no one accessed the item within the menu through its hot key; most would 
enter it the menu and scroll down to item.  The other half of users would look for search on the top deck 
because they said “it was always there”.  Roughly two thirds of the interviewees did not have the new 
search on their phones and were still relying on FAST search.


To Access Games/Applications:  Almost all users stated that these content items were “items [they] 
owned” and would therefore consider My Stuff as the appropriate location.  Users would Access My 
Stuff by the above-mentioned paths, and would choose the content type category from there.


To Access the Web Browser: Most who accessed internet capabilities of the phone did so by using the 
left soft key menu from within Amp’d Live.  A few said they accessed it from within Amp’d Live (Internet 
& IM) and no one mentioned that they accessed it from within My Stuff.


To Access Games/Apps:  To download, all users would either search or go directly to the Games/Apps 
section of Amp’d Live.  To access games they owned, all users but one stated they went through My 
Stuff to get it. 


To Access Amp’d TV:  Equal numbers would access Amp’d TV by going through My Stuff  Subscriptions 
as would enter by Amp’d Live  TV & Radio.
To browse the content:  Users relied heavily on What’s Hot section to see what was new, along with top 
lists/charts within the various sections.


Likes
Features/UI Elements:  Interviewees stated that they liked the unique idea of this online marketplace for 
cool content.  Almost all said they liked that there was an abundance of content.  Many stated that they 
thought the promo video was engaging and “gadgety”, cool looking, and a unique feature.  Three users 







said they liked the fact that the promos revealed new content they otherwise would have had no clue ex-
isted.  Almost all users stated that they liked the overall look of Amp’d Live.  For those who were asked 
whether they would give up aesthetics for speed, all stated they would be willing to give up some form 
of aesthetics if it would work faster.  One user mentioned that she liked the various shortcuts such as the 
My Stuff soft key.   One user said that she thought the streaming ability for videos and audio was unique 
and liked that feature.      


Organization:  A few users said they liked how content was organized, both by popular lists and by con-
tent categories.  Three users said that the organization was “straightforward” and “easy to navigate”.  A 
number of interviewees said that they enjoyed the top/chart or What’s Hot categories.    


Applications: For the users who had downloaded the new search, all said they thought it was very easy 
to use, more “intuitive” and they liked the idea that results were displayed as they typed (dynamic index-
ing of content).  A fair amount of users were familiar with Music ID and stated that this was a great appli-
cation.  Most said it worked surprisingly well and it had a great “cool factor”.  


Dislikes
Features:  Every singly user mentioned that [s]he disliked how long load times/ “refreshing” took.  Users 
would try to avoid pages they knew took longer to load because of the long load times.  Two users said 
they didn’t like the promo video audio because it was intrusive.  One user said she would navigate away 
from the home page as soon as possible just to avoid it.  Another said she automatically would know to 
turn the volume down each time she entered Amp’d Live so as to avoid the audio.  Three users said they 
did not like how there would only be one promo per day on the main page.   A high number of users 
stated that they had issues with the naming conventions of the menu list items.  Most complaints ranged 
from slow initiation of scrolling, small text, non descriptive titles, to “looking sloppy” or “bold”.  Some said 
that they saw strange characters.  Some gamers said game titles were not descriptive and that the pur-
chased game was disappointing.  One user said that he did not like the current program guide because 
it was not intuitive.  He did not like the fact that it was purely for reference and not interactive.    


UI Elements:  A few users said they did not like how deep the navigation was.  One user created work-
arounds for when she got too deep in the navigation (see Workarounds Procedures). A few users said 
they did not like the screen size and felt it was restricting.  One user said that he felt the error messages 
were confusing and not helpful.  He said a number of them just displayed error codes.  Another user said 
he hated the numerous “Don’t have Proper Skews” error messages that popped up.  One user hated 
how artist would not display with song title for a lot of content.  He also said that within the media player, 
some of the controls would not work such as not being able to FF when you are in a one-song playl-
ist.  The same user wished that album art displayed more consistently across purchased music content.  
Four users stated that when they arrived at deep level pages, they would forget what section they were 
in and the side title area that used to name the section no longer did.  Two users mentioned that they did 
not like that the promos were not selectable.  (They were informed of the 2.7 update.)


Organization:  Users said that content was hard to find while browsing.   Another heavy game user said 
that he didn’t like that games were displayed contextually, depending on what device he had.  Some-
times he would get to a game section that contained no games at all because none of them were sup-
ported on his device.  One user said that there were just too many categories and it became overwhelm-
ing for her.   Another user said that content would appear on the deck but not in the search application.      







Workarounds
The most common workaround procedure was use of  the web to browse for content because it was 
faster.  Once they found something they liked, they would go to their phone and search the item and 
download it.  Most said that they had tried pushing content to their phone and it had had been unreli-
able.


One user said that she would access My Stuff by first going to Amp’d Live because My Stuff was not 
engaging and did not offer content.  She could watch a promo video then launch My Stuff from the right 
soft key.


Another user said that she would rely on the CLR button whenever a page was taking too long to load.  
The same user also said that if she got very deep in the navigation and wanted to get Home, she would 
hit the END button to close Amp’d Live, then reopen Amp’d Live to get to the Home page.  (She was not 
aware of a Home hotkey or LSK menu item.) 


Wish List
Content Organization:  Half of those interviewed stated they wanted some way to “save frequently vis-
ited pages and content”.  They described some type of bookmarking feature.  Some also stated they 
wanted to personalize the main page with content that matched their tastes (Also in UI Elements).  One 
user wanted to be able to not only add categories to the top deck that he liked but also remove content 
categories that he never visited.  He said this would “make the lists shorter and make navigating faster”.  
One user said that he would also like to be able to search for categories instead of individual content. 


UI Elements: Just about all interviewees said they just wanted Amp’d Live to run faster. Two users said 
they wanted a recommendation feature for content items, such as “People who bought this also bought 
. . .”   About half of users also stated they wanted a way to personalize the look and feel and organiza-
tion of content.  Some said they just wanted the ability to “change the look of it” or “skin Amp’d Live” 
and others said they wanted to be able to choose the categories on the main page to match their tastes.  
Two users said they wanted easier access to internet and to have the internet be better optimized for 
the small screen.  One user said that she wished navigation could adopt sole use of the directional keys 
and not the center select button.  She wanted to be able to select right to enter into the next list item.  
Two users said they wanted a bread crumb feature similar to “the ones [they] see on the internet or on 
a website”.  Three users said they wanted list items to begin scrolling sooner.  One user said he wanted 
navigation for content items such as wallpaper and other graphics to be in thumbnail form instead of 
descriptive list form.  Another user said that he would like to have the ability to choose from various types 
of navigation, such as a “wheel style navigation instead of the list”.  He said this would liven it up a bit.  
Another user stated she wanted content types to be identified by icons, which would be “useful for when 
pages display more than one type of content”.  


Applications/Features/Tools:  Three users stated they wanted an application that allowed them to 
purchase entertainment items such as concert tickets, movie tickets, etc.  1/3 of users said they were 
interested in having relevant info on the top deck in some other form and liked the idea of widgets for 
sports or weather, etc.  Only one user said that they wanted Location-based services for local attrac-
tions Interviewees may have not believed it was relevant or possible) but nearly all expressed interest at 
the possibility.  Most paired LBS with restaurants.  Three users expressed the desire for Amp’d Live to 
have learned user behavior.  They talked about having top lists actually generated by purchased con-
tent/popularity and for relevant content to be thrown to the top deck based from the user’s perceived 
interests.  The same user who wanted thumbnail navigation for graphics also wanted game trial versions, 
video ringers, animated screensavers, ringtone subscriptions that allowed him to automatically receive 
top ringtones, and some form of gifting support.  One user said there should be a section or application 







within Amp’d live where people could request content such as new artists or new games.  The same 
user thought that there should be a version of Amp’d Live that was optimized purely for speed and had 
no visual elements beyond simple text.  Four users said they wanted some form of community/social 
networking where they could send or share content with their friends.  When asked if they’d like to see 
their friends’ recent downloads  they were interested.  One of these users said he would like to see 
message boards for artist pages and to be able to send content or texts to friends that were not Amp’d 
customers.  Another user said he wanted more free content to be offered and he wanted there to be top 
editor lists or “Amp’d Employee” favorites. 


Phone UI Integration
Users tended to have trouble understanding this concept so more explanation was needed.   Some us-
ers talked about wanting an Amp’d Live launch button to reside on the idle screen.  Some talked about 
wanting to be able to search for content from the idle screen.  One user mentioned that she thought it 
would be neat if her text messages had Amp’d ads on them.  Another user said that he wanted the con-
tent he downloaded to show up on the phone UI instead of in My Stuff.  Along the same lines, another 
user said he wanted any and all downloaded content to be stored on the memory card.  The same user 
said he wanted the contacts backup to be better incorporated with the contacts list on the phone to 
make it easier to use.  He also wanted new artist and game alerts to show up on the idle screen.  


It became apparent that most users were still separating the concept of Amp’d Live from the idle screen.  
Only one user said that he wanted some form of Amp’d Live Home to reside on the phone and to not 
have to launch Amp’d Live.  This user referred to the idle screen as “My Homescreen” where he could 
choose the top categories to be displayed.  Users may have had some difficulty because most did not 
think it would be in the scope of development even though they were told to share any and all sugges-
tions, even “out-there” suggestions.  One user felt that selecting the center key to launch Amp’d Live 
was sufficient enough in integrating Amp’d Live with the phone.  Another thought that if the phone UI 
had Amp’d Live channel shortcuts in it, then that would be sufficient.  Two users said they wanted the 
ability to be able to upload content from the Phone UI onto Amp’d Live, such as personal videos, etc.  


Life Integration
Users were asked how phone integration with their lives/daily activities could be improved.  Most us-
ers simply stated that if the phone worked faster then they would use it more. Three users said they 
wanted to be able to purchase alarm tones and to use alarms purchased from Amp’d live as their daily 
alarm clocks.  Three users said they wanted traffic alerts during their daily commute to be thrown to the 
idle screen of the phone.  The concept of personalization and customization appeared again here.  Us-
ers said the phone would be more useful to them if they could read the latest news easily, check up on 
sports scores, and view movie times. 


Again, few users brought up pairing the GPS technology on their phones and making it useful to them.  
When the idea was presented to them, most said they wanted the ability to see nearby restaurants.  Two 
users took this idea further and said it would be great to be able to view their menus and possibly even 
order through the phones.  One interviewee said he would want music content paired with GPS and 
venue locations.
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Survey Statistics


 


Viewed 3102


Started 1757


Completed 971


Completion Rate 55.26%


Drop Outs (After Starting) 786


Terminated via Branching 251


Average time taken to complete survey : 10 minute(s)


Please mark the age range that best represents your age.


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. 17 and under 251 14.93%


2. 18 - 24 642 38.19%


3. 25 - 34 376 22.37%


4. 35 - 44 251 14.93%


5. 45 - 54 111 6.60%


6. 55 and older 50 2.97%


Total 1681 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 2.690 Key Facts


60.56% chose the following options :


18 - 24


25 - 34


Least chosen option 2.97% : 


55 and older


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[2.630 - 2.750]
n = 1681


Standard Deviation 1.251


Standard Error 0.031


How did you hear about Amp'd Mobile? (Please select all that apply)


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Search Engine 147 7.70%


2. Company Website 91 4.76%


3. Word of Mouth (from a friend or relative) 242 12.67%


4. Online banner from another website 70 3.66%


5. Saw it discussed on an online forum, blog or chat room 35 1.83%


6. Saw it as a sponsor of a TV/Radio Program 171 8.95%


7. Print Advertisement (In a magazine or newspaper ad) 78 4.08%


8. TV Advertisement 468 24.50%


9. Saw it at an event I attended 28 1.47%


10. I received an email from Ampd Mobile 12 0.63%


11. Retail Store 387 20.26%


12. Dealer 108 5.65%


13. Other, please specify: 73 3.82%


Total 1910 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 7.173 Key Facts


44.76% chose the following options :


TV Advertisement
Retail Store


Least chosen option 0.63% : 


I received an email from Ampd Mobile


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[7.012 - 7.334]
n = 1910


Standard Deviation 3.585


Standard Error 0.082


Which Amp'd Mobile phone do you own?
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Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Jet 339 25.20%


2. Angel 127 9.44%


3. Hollywood 511 37.99%


4. RAZR 368 27.36%


Total 1345 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 2.675 Key Facts


65.35% chose the following options :


Hollywood


RAZR 


Least chosen option 9.44% : 


Angel


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[2.615 - 2.735]
n = 1345


Standard Deviation 1.128


Standard Error 0.031


Did you visit the Amp'd Mobile website (www.getampd.com) before you purchased your phone?


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Yes 903 66.49%


2. No 455 33.51%


Total 1358 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 1.335


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[1.310 - 1.360]
n = 1358


Standard Deviation 0.472


Standard Error 0.013


What type of account do you have with Amp'd Mobile? 


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Monthly contract (18 month contract) 794 58.43%


2. Prepaid 463 34.07%


3. Hybrid 102 7.51%


Total 1359 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 1.491 Key Facts


92.49% chose the following options :


Monthly contract (18 month contract)


Prepaid


Least chosen option 7.51% : 


Hybrid


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[1.457 - 1.524]
n = 1359


Standard Deviation 0.633


Standard Error 0.017


Which Entertainment package do you have on your phone?


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Ampd Overload 156 11.50%


2. Ampd Overdose 302 22.27%


3. Ampd TV 17 1.25%


4. Ampd Radio 3 0.22%


5. Ampd TV & Radio 38 2.80%


6. I am not sure which one 343 25.29%


7. I dont have one 497 36.65%


Total 1356 100%
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Key Analytics


Mean 4.830 Key Facts
61.95% chose the following options :


I dont have one
I am not sure which one


Least chosen option 0.22% : 


Ampd Radio


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[4.705 - 4.956]
n = 1356


Standard Deviation 2.365


Standard Error 0.064


The image above is a picture of Amp'd Live , which is a service that is accessible from your phone. Which of the following best describes how often you access Amp'd Live from your phone?


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. At least once a day 398 29.42%


2. A few times a week 283 20.92%


3. About once a week 129 9.53%


4. At least once a month 172 12.71%


5. I dont use it at all 371 27.42%


Total 1353 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 2.878 Key Facts


56.84% chose the following options :


At least once a day


I dont use it at all


Least chosen option 9.53% : 


About once a week


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[2.792 - 2.964]
n = 1353


Standard Deviation 1.611


Standard Error 0.044


Why don't you use Amp'd Live more often? (Please select all that apply)


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. It takes too long to get content 45 8.44%


2. I dont care about buying content, I just use the phone 
to talk 141 26.45%


3. Too expensive 113 21.20%


4. Not enough content I like 37 6.94%


5. Downloads take too long 25 4.69%


6. My phone wont allow me to access Ampd Live 44 8.26%


7. I can never find what Im looking for 35 6.57%


8. I dont know what Ampd Live is 35 6.57%


9. Other, please specify: 58 10.88%


Total 533 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 4.221 Key Facts


47.65% chose the following options :


I dont care about buying content, I just use the phone to talk


Too expensive


Least chosen option 4.69% : 


Downloads take too long


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[4.001 - 4.442]


n = 533


Standard Deviation 2.595


Standard Error 0.112


What things do you like most about using Amp'd Live? (Please select all that apply)


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Lots of new content 313 13.11%


2. TV on your phone 435 18.22%


3. Radio on your phone 306 12.81%


4. Ampd Live looks cool 290 12.14%
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5. Ampd Live has unique games & applications 262 10.97%


6. Ampd live content from the web automatically downloads 
to my phone 240 10.05%


7. Promotional video when you launch Ampd Live 111 4.65%


8. Ampd Live is easy to use 355 14.87%


9. Other, please specify: 76 3.18%


Total 2388 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 4.318 Key Facts
33.08% chose the following options :


TV on your phone
Ampd Live is easy to use


Least chosen option 3.18% : 


Other, please specify:


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[4.220 - 4.417]
n = 2388


Standard Deviation 2.458


Standard Error 0.050


What things do you like least about using Amp'd Live? (Check all that apply)


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Nothing, I love Ampd Live 177 12.03%


2. Takes too long to open 206 14.00%


3. Slow going from page to page 236 16.04%


4. Hard to find the stuff I want 199 13.53%


5. Having to listen to the promotional video upon entry 215 14.62%


6. Page refreshing/buffering 309 21.01%


7. Other, please specify: 129 8.77%


Total 1471 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 4.028 Key Facts


37.05% chose the following options :


Page refreshing/buffering


Slow going from page to page


Least chosen option 8.77% : 


Other, please specify: 


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[3.931 - 4.125]
n = 1471


Standard Deviation 1.892


Standard Error 0.049


What are the Top 3 Amp'd Live categories you visit most frequently?
(Rank the following categories in order of preference by placing a 1, 2 or 3 by your top 3 selections).


Rank Order Analysis


Average 
Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13


Whats Hot 4.26


Ampd 
Originals 5.62


TV & Radio 2.89


Tones/Grafix 3.03


Music 2.89


Internet & IM 3.53


Sports 6.19


Entertainment 5.57


News & 
Lifestyle 8.06


Games 5.26


VIVA Ampd 10.21


Search Ampd 6.71


Tips & 
Upgrades 7.65


Data Table


Whats Hot 72 9.13% 47 6.10% 74 9.69% 25 12.08% 12 6.12% 22 11.28% 16 8.25% 11 5.70% 10 5.15% 11 5.58% 12 6.22% 6 3.11% 8 4.12%


Ampd Originals 23 2.92% 35 4.55% 28 3.66% 19 9.18% 27 13.78% 12 6.15% 17 8.76% 20 10.36% 20 10.31% 10 5.08% 13 6.74% 13 6.74% 2 1.03%


TV & Radio 180 22.81% 100 12.99% 104 13.61% 14 6.76% 12 6.12% 10 5.13% 7 3.61% 12 6.22% 3 1.55% 12 6.09% 7 3.63% 4 2.07% 6 3.09%


Tones/Grafix 147 18.63% 112 14.55% 94 12.30% 32 15.46% 14 7.14% 14 7.18% 9 4.64% 7 3.63% 8 4.12% 9 4.57% 5 2.59% 4 2.07% 6 3.09%
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Music 119 15.08% 167 21.69% 104 13.61% 21 10.14% 29 14.80% 9 4.62% 10 5.15% 8 4.15% 8 4.12% 4 2.03% 4 2.07% 4 2.07% 2 1.03%


Internet & IM 127 16.10% 108 14.03% 74 9.69% 13 6.28% 12 6.12% 42 21.54% 9 4.64% 15 7.77% 10 5.15% 7 3.55% 12 6.22% 5 2.59% 7 3.61%


Sports 25 3.17% 38 4.94% 43 5.63% 15 7.25% 14 7.14% 12 6.15% 33 17.01% 18 9.33% 16 8.25% 18 9.14% 12 6.22% 17 8.81% 22 11.34%


Entertainment 14 1.77% 42 5.45% 55 7.20% 19 9.18% 21 10.71% 17 8.72% 26 13.40% 37 19.17% 23 11.86% 16 8.12% 13 6.74% 3 1.55% 3 1.55%


News & Lifestyle 8 1.01% 7 0.91% 19 2.49% 5 2.42% 13 6.63% 12 6.15% 14 7.22% 19 9.84% 43 22.16% 23 11.68% 23 11.92% 29 15.03% 6 3.09%


Games 24 3.04% 69 8.96% 69 9.03% 20 9.66% 11 5.61% 20 10.26% 17 8.76% 11 5.70% 18 9.28% 37 18.78% 5 2.59% 12 6.22% 11 5.67%


VIVA Ampd 6 0.76% 0 0.00% 6 0.79% 2 0.97% 4 2.04% 5 2.56% 8 4.12% 11 5.70% 14 7.22% 16 8.12% 46 23.83% 33 17.10% 46 23.71%


Search Ampd 20 2.53% 31 4.03% 54 7.07% 8 3.86% 17 8.67% 13 6.67% 13 6.70% 13 6.74% 10 5.15% 15 7.61% 21 10.88% 45 23.32% 16 8.25%


Tips & Upgrades 24 3.04% 14 1.82% 40 5.24% 14 6.76% 10 5.10% 7 3.59% 15 7.73% 11 5.70% 11 5.67% 19 9.64% 20 10.36% 18 9.33% 59 30.41%


Rank the following features you would like to see most in future versions of Amp'd Live in order of preference. (1 - Highest, 6 - Lowest)


Rank Order Analysis


Average Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6


A better way to sear ... 2.85


More Content (Games, ... 2.45


Ability to set favor ... 3.19


Ability to set favor ... 3.66


Ability to send Ampd ... 3.78


Ability to access Am ... 4.52


Data Table


A better way to sear ... 224 30.31% 137 19.91% 84 12.56% 73 11.83% 80 13.05% 83 13.39%


More Content (Games, ... 252 34.10% 170 24.71% 108 16.14% 64 10.37% 59 9.62% 38 6.13%


Ability to set favor ... 68 9.20% 138 20.06% 210 31.39% 115 18.64% 87 14.19% 37 5.97%


Ability to set favor ... 41 5.55% 92 13.37% 126 18.83% 214 34.68% 106 17.29% 56 9.03%


Ability to send Ampd ... 70 9.47% 100 14.53% 89 13.30% 110 17.83% 198 32.30% 79 12.74%


Ability to access Am ... 84 11.37% 51 7.41% 52 7.77% 41 6.65% 83 13.54% 327 52.74%


Have you ever purchased content on Amp'd Live?


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Yes 761 62.17%


2. No 463 37.83%


Total 1224 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 1.378


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[1.351 - 1.405]
n = 1224


Standard Deviation 0.485


Standard Error 0.014


How often do you purchase content (i.e. ringtones, wallpaper,VOD,music) on Amp'd Live from your phone? 


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. At least once a day 22 2.93%


2. A few times a week 94 12.53%


3. About once a week 139 18.53%


4. At least once a month 423 56.40%


5. I dont purchase content at all 72 9.60%


Total 750 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 3.572 Key Facts
74.93% chose the following options :


At least once a month
About once a week


Least chosen option 2.93% : 


At least once a day


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[3.505 - 3.639]


n = 750


Standard Deviation 0.930


Standard Error 0.034
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When you purchase content, do you usually use the web, your phone or both? 


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. I just use the website 39 5.82%


2. I just use the phone 327 48.81%


3. I use the website primarily, but also my phone 59 8.81%


4. I use my phone primarily, but also the website 146 21.79%


5. I use them both about the same 99 14.78%


Total 670 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 2.909 Key Facts


70.6% chose the following options :


I just use the phone


I use my phone primarily, but also the website


Least chosen option 5.82% : 


I just use the website


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[2.815 - 3.002]


n = 670


Standard Deviation 1.234


Standard Error 0.048


How do you access the content that you've already purchased? 


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. First launch Ampd Live, then go to the My Stuff section 221 33.38%


2. Launch My Stuff directly by holding down the left 
directional key 292 44.11%


3. Press menu on my phone and go to the My Stuff icon 128 19.34%


4. Whats My Stuff? 21 3.17%


Total 662 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 1.923 Key Facts


77.49% chose the following options :


Launch My Stuff directly by holding down the left directional key


First launch Ampd Live, then go to the My Stuff section


Least chosen option 3.17% : 


Whats My Stuff? 


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[1.862 - 1.984]


n = 662


Standard Deviation 0.806


Standard Error 0.031


How would you rate the ease of navigating through Amp'd Live on the phone?


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Very Easy 223 18.88%


2. Easy 410 34.72%


3. Neither easy or difficult 382 32.35%


4. Difficult 102 8.64%


5. Very difficult 64 5.42%


Total 1181 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 2.470 Key Facts


67.06% chose the following options :


Easy


Neither easy or difficult


Least chosen option 5.42% : 


Very difficult


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[2.409 - 2.530]
n = 1181


Standard Deviation 1.061


Standard Error 0.031


Typically, when you launch Amp'd Live.....


Frequency Analysis
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Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. I know exactly what I want to do 349 30.94%


2. I have a good idea of what Im looking for 324 28.72%


3. Im usually just browsing 455 40.34%


Total 1128 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 2.094 Key Facts
71.28% chose the following options :


Im usually just browsing
I know exactly what I want to do


Least chosen option 28.72% : 


I have a good idea of what Im looking for


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[2.045 - 2.143]
n = 1128


Standard Deviation 0.839


Standard Error 0.025


When you click on a category, do you feel there are too many options to choose from under each category?


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Yes, there are way too many options 221 19.70%


2. Its just right 659 58.73%


3. No, there are not enough options 242 21.57%


Total 1122 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 2.019 Key Facts


80.3% chose the following options :


Its just right


No, there are not enough options


Least chosen option 19.7% : 


Yes, there are way too many options


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[1.981 - 2.056]
n = 1122


Standard Deviation 0.642


Standard Error 0.019


Because there are so many options in the categories, does it take too long to find what you are looking for on Amp'd Live? 


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Yes, it takes too long 136 56.67%


2. It takes a while sometimes 93 38.75%


3. No, it doesnt take long at all 11 4.58%


Total 240 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 1.479 Key Facts


95.42% chose the following options :


Yes, it takes too long


It takes a while sometimes


Least chosen option 4.58% : 


No, it doesnt take long at all


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[1.405 - 1.553]


n = 240


Standard Deviation 0.585


Standard Error 0.038


Do you have a hard time returning to a piece of content or a category (i.e. What's Hot) because you can't remember where it was?


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Yes, all the time 180 16.81%


2. It happens occasionally 559 52.19%


3. No, its never happened 332 31.00%


Total 1071 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 2.142 Key Facts
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83.19% chose the following options :


It happens occasionally
No, its never happened


Least chosen option 16.81% : 


Yes, all the time


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[2.101 - 2.182]
n = 1071


Standard Deviation 0.677


Standard Error 0.021


Please indicate what percentage of time you spend on doing the following: (i.e. 60/40, 25/75):


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Navigating Ampd Live to see what is offered 49923 45.38%


2. Searching for specific content 60077 54.62%


Total 110000 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 1.546


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[1.543 - 1.549]


n = 110000
Standard Deviation 0.498


Standard Error 0.002


Search has become a key way to navigate the Internet. Would you find it helpful if Search became a bigger part of finding and discovering content in Amp'd Live?


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Yes 808 76.23%


2. No 252 23.77%


Total 1060 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 1.238


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[1.212 - 1.263]
n = 1060


Standard Deviation 0.426


Standard Error 0.013


How often do you use Amp'd Search to find what you are looking for?


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. At least once a day 148 13.68%


2. A few times a week 199 18.39%


3. About once a week 154 14.23%


4. At least once a month 199 18.39%


5. I dont use Ampd Search at all 257 23.75%


6. Ampd Live has Search??? 125 11.55%


Total 1082 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 3.548 Key Facts
42.14% chose the following options :


I dont use Ampd Search at all
A few times a week


Least chosen option 11.55% : 


Ampd Live has Search???


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[3.452 - 3.644]
n = 1082


Standard Deviation 1.615


Standard Error 0.049


What do you typically search for when you use Amp'd Search? (Check all that apply) 


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
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1. Music 452 30.50%


2. Music Videos 175 11.81%


3. Ringtones 474 31.98%


4. Wallpaper 200 13.50%


5. Video On Demand content 135 9.11%


6. Other, please specify: 46 3.10%


Total 1482 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 2.682 Key Facts
62.48% chose the following options :


Ringtones
Music


Least chosen option 3.1% : 


Other, please specify:


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[2.610 - 2.754]
n = 1482


Standard Deviation 1.420


Standard Error 0.037


Which of the follwing best describes how often you use the Web browser on your phone?


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. At least once a day 240 22.41%


2. A few times a week 169 15.78%


3. About once a week 108 10.08%


4. At least once a month 171 15.97%


5. I dont use it at all 283 26.42%


6. I have a Web browser on my phone??? 58 5.42%


7. Other, please specify: 42 3.92%


Total 1071 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 3.401 Key Facts


48.83% chose the following options :


I dont use it at all


At least once a day


Least chosen option 3.92% : 


Other, please specify:


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[3.294 - 3.509]
n = 1071


Standard Deviation 1.797


Standard Error 0.055


How do you access the Web browser on your phone? 


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Go to Ampd Live & hit the Menu key (located in the bottom 
left corner of the screen) 252 35.85%


2. Go to Ampd Live & scroll down to Internet 259 36.84%


3. Go to My Stuff & choose from Games & Applications 110 15.65%


4. Press 7 from within Ampd Live or My Stuff to launch the 
web 82 11.66%


Total 703 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 2.031 Key Facts


72.69% chose the following options :


Go to Ampd Live & scroll down to Internet


Go to Ampd Live & hit the Menu key (located in the bottom left corner of the screen)


Least chosen option 11.66% : 


Press 7 from within Ampd Live or My Stuff to launch the web


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[1.958 - 2.105]


n = 703


Standard Deviation 0.991


Standard Error 0.037


When accessing the web browser on the phone, do you find it... 


Frequency Analysis
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Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Very Easy 166 23.55%


2. Easy 256 36.31%


3. Neither easy or difficult 184 26.10%


4. Difficult 74 10.50%


5. Very difficult 25 3.55%


Total 705 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 2.342 Key Facts
62.41% chose the following options :


Easy
Neither easy or difficult


Least chosen option 3.55% : 


Very difficult


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[2.264 - 2.420]


n = 705


Standard Deviation 1.058


Standard Error 0.040


Please indicate what percentage of time you spend on doing the following. (i.e. 30/70, 45/55, 60,40)


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Browsing the web on your phone 33827 47.05%


2. Browsing Ampd Live on your phone (i.e. TV, 
Entertainment, ringtones, music,etc.) 38073 52.95%


Total 71900 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 1.530


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[1.526 - 1.533]
n = 71900


Standard Deviation 0.499


Standard Error 0.002


Would you like to be able to bookmark your favorite Amp'd Live or web content?


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Yes 728 68.68%


2. No 332 31.32%


Total 1060 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 1.313


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[1.285 - 1.341]
n = 1060


Standard Deviation 0.464


Standard Error 0.014


If Amp'd offered popular theme packages, like U2 or a Snoop Dogg theme, that offered all of their songs, ringtones, wallpapers, a special color scheme, etc, if the theme was of interest to you, would you
download it to your phone? (Themes could be easily switched at any time)


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Yes 679 66.90%


2. No 336 33.10%


Total 1015 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 1.331


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[1.302 - 1.360]
n = 1015


Standard Deviation 0.471


Standard Error 0.015
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If you could personalize your Amp'd Live experience, what would be most important? 
Rank the following options in order of your preference. (1- Highest, 5 - Lowest)


Rank Order Analysis


Average Rank 1 2 3 4 5


Quick access to my f ... 2.99


Personalizing the co ... 3.04


Add personal RSS fee ... 3.32


Personalizing your r ... 2.57


Using personal photo ... 3.02


Data Table


Quick access to my f ... 287 30.83% 100 10.88% 111 12.17% 163 18.05% 253 27.77%


Personalizing the co ... 108 11.60% 224 24.37% 217 23.79% 242 26.80% 117 12.84%


Add personal RSS fee ... 103 11.06% 127 13.82% 287 31.47% 160 17.72% 233 25.58%


Personalizing your r ... 273 29.32% 219 23.83% 158 17.32% 183 20.27% 91 9.99%


Using personal photo ... 160 17.19% 249 27.09% 139 15.24% 155 17.17% 217 23.82%


When you flip open or slide open your phone, what do you want to see on your home screen? (Check all that apply)


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Your favorite Ampd Live & web content (i.e. Lil Bush, 
news, sports, etc) 151 9.21%


2. Ampd Live Homepage 153 9.33%


3. My Stuff 392 23.90%


4. Personal email & text message updates 349 21.28%


5. Personal RSS feeds (Automatically updated news, 
sports, weather, etc) 150 9.15%


6. Your personal calendar/scheduled events 301 18.35%


7. Other, please specify: 144 8.78%


Total 1640 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 4.020 Key Facts


45.18% chose the following options :


My Stuff


Personal email & text message updates


Least chosen option 8.78% : 


Other, please specify:


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[3.935 - 4.105]
n = 1640


Standard Deviation 1.749


Standard Error 0.043


What is your gender?


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Male 594 63.26%


2. Female 326 34.72%


3. Prefer not to answer 19 2.02%


Total 939 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 1.388 Key Facts


97.98% chose the following options :


Male


Female


Least chosen option 2.02% : 


Prefer not to answer


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[1.354 - 1.421]


n = 939


Standard Deviation 0.527


Standard Error 0.017


Which of the following best describes your ethnic background?


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. African-American 208 22.61%
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2. Asian/Pacific Islander 42 4.57%


3. Caucasian/White 464 50.43%


4. Hispanic/Latino 130 14.13%


5. Multiracial 35 3.80%


6. Other, please specify: 41 4.46%


Total 920 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 2.853 Key Facts
73.04% chose the following options :


Caucasian/White
African-American


Least chosen option 3.8% : 


Multiracial


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[2.771 - 2.936]


n = 920


Standard Deviation 1.275


Standard Error 0.042


Which of the following statements best describes the highest level of education that you have completed?


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Some High School 74 7.95%


2. High School Graduate 240 25.78%


3. Some College 327 35.12%


4. College Graduate 185 19.87%


5. Some Postgraduate 20 2.15%


6. Postgraduate 41 4.40%


7. Prefer not to answer 44 4.73%


Total 931 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 3.146 Key Facts


60.9% chose the following options :


Some College


High School Graduate


Least chosen option 2.15% : 


Some Postgraduate


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[3.055 - 3.237]


n = 931


Standard Deviation 1.412


Standard Error 0.046


Please select the best range that describes your total annual household income?


Frequency Analysis


Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


1. Less than $15,000 134 14.47%


2. $15,000 - $24,999 139 15.01%


3. $25,000 - $34,999 153 16.52%


4. $35,000 - $49,999 113 12.20%


5. $50,000 - $74,999 124 13.39%


6. $75,000 - $99,999 73 7.88%


7. $100,000 - $149,000 36 3.89%


8. $150,000+ 23 2.48%


9. Prefer not to answer 131 14.15%


Total 926 100%


Key Analytics


Mean 4.315 Key Facts


31.53% chose the following options :


$25,000 - $34,999


$15,000 - $24,999


Least chosen option 2.48% : 


$150,000+


Confidence Interval @ 95%
[4.149 - 4.482]


n = 926


Standard Deviation 2.590


Standard Error 0.085
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 Amp’d UI Research Focus Group
Findings


Contains information from New York &
Dallas Focus & LA groups







Agenda
• Project Background
• Areas of Measurement
• Customer Demographics
• Preliminary Findings
• Recommendations & Next Steps







Project Background


• Amp’d Mobile’s UI & Content teams, wishes
to conduct research with their customers in
regards to the following areas:
• How do they navigate their phone (ex. My Stuff,


Amp’d Live, Media Gallery, etc)
• Where do they find subscription information
• What have they purchased
• How would they categorize content on the


phone







Areas of Measurement
Navigation Thru


Amp’d UI
• How & why do you
access Amp’d Live


•Ease of navigation thru
Amp’d Live


•Viewing/buying content in
Amp’d Live


•Finding & viewing
previously bought content


•Search/Shortcuts &
Menus


Content
•Type of content purchased


•Games
•Music
•Ring tones
•Videos
•TV/Radio
•Live Events
•Sports


PC & Phone
•What consumers think of
the phone & how they use
it


•Enabling downloading
music to your PC, which
was purchased on the
phone (Dual delivery


•Purchasing content from
Amp’d Live on their PC &
ease of finding content







Customer Demographics
• For this study we reached out to over 200 customers to participate in the


groups and selected 60 to participate in the three groups – New York,
Dallas and LA.


• The groups were split into 2 age groups 18 – 24 year olds, and 25  and up.
• Previous Carriers: T-Mobile was the number one carrier our users sited


when asked “Who was your previous carrier?” Cingular was the second
highest carrier. It was surprising to see that a small number of participants
from both age groups stated that Amp’d Mobile was their first phone


• During the recruiting phase and in the groups, we also found a  number of
our users were indeed minorities (African-American & Latino/Hispanic
primarily)


•  A large majority of them are single, working part-time or full-time. We also
talked to a number who were working and in school simultaneously.


• For the most part, most of the consumers in the group had the Jet phone,
followed by the Hollywood. More women in the groups had the Hollywood
rather than the Angel phone.


• Median income stated for the groups was $35,000







Findings
Amp’d Awareness
• TV commercials
• Word of  Mouth


Choice of Amp’d Mobile
• Instant decision – no cross shopping
• Key factors – different from other carriers, unique


offerings (content & applications)
• Rate plans


• A majority of the members stated they were attracted to Amp’d by
the “1,000 minutes” and “Unlimited text messaging” for $49.99.







Findings
Mobile Entertainment now & in the future
• Amp’d Addicts are Cable TV consumers & want it on the


phone
• See Mobile Entertainment in the future: being able to


project the picture of the person you are talking to “like a
hologram”, more real-time, and you will be able to pay
for things, with your phone


• Not really clear on what the next leap is in Mobile
Entertainment, but they do expect that there will be one.
• The groups did remark, enthusiastically on the idea of having the


phone be more interactive with other technology around them







Findings
Content
• Amp’d Users are Amp’d Users are Amp’d Users
• Segments within the base
• Too much PG & PG-13 content for our Amp’d customers


Women’s Content
• Women’s content – where is it?
Urban Content
• Our customers feel there is very little content that relates to them.  BET


was the #1 requested network to have on the phone, followed by HBO,
Cinemax, and Showtime.


Original Content
• This was mostly viewed by the younger audience, however, they are very


interested in creating their own content
• “Lil Bush” & “Bush SOS: Stinky or Sweet” were the two original programs


that were mentioned and that are downloaded rather than streamed.







Findings – Content cont’d
Sports Content
• They like the fact our phone is not just sports, but well-rounded.
• Sports junkies want to see the actual clips of the plays, not the commentary.
• Would like some type of top-line summary of everything going on in sports quickly,


with easy-access.
• They also would like to see more mainstream sports offered  - boxing was


mentioned several times.
• PBR & Surfing did not make the cut


Game Content
• Definitely not the hard core gamers – mostly 3D, first person games, or


Tetris/Bedazzled users
• They want to try out the games before they buy them
• Want a game package instead of paying for each game
• More subscribers than unlimited users b/c they beat the game by the end of the


month
• Even when they are done playing a game, they won’t delete it b/c they paid so much


money for it.







Findings – Content cont’d
Video Content
• Don’t value a $2.99 or $1.99 clip when they only last 1 to 3 minutes
• Content takes too long to download & the buffering is a huge barrier and


turnoff
• Content naming conventions
• Streaming vs Downloading


Music Content
• Music junkies want a larger selection – especially in dance, house, &


reggae music
• Almost all of our users are big on the phones MP3 playing capabilities


(Most popular use)


Live Events
• Many people weren’t aware of the live events being broadcast on the


phone
• They also want more live events that appeal to them, ex: underground DJ


parties, boxing, more music events







Findings
TV & RADIO
• Most of the users wanted the same thing that they would find on normal TV channels (w/o the ads)


Would be willing to have ads in front.
• Most tried using Radio but there were too many issues to continue using it, i.e. no local stations,


buffering, repetition of same music
• Also, people were interested in having access to the full episode & watching it as long as they can


return to it quickly. People were interested in a UI capability that let them get there faster & pick up
from where they left off.


Browser
• Browsing seemed to be the best way for users to discover new content on Amp’d Live
• They really like having the browser and most were surprised at the browsers capabilities, a huge


improvement from WAP to HTTP. Can get to sites that they couldn’t get to before.
• Used it unconventionally, such as sending homework via email, checking work email, doing online


bills
• Community sites were used frequently and downloading from MySpace was desired
PC & Phone
• Our customers aren’t using the CD they were given in the box (Only 1 stated she downloaded the


book)
• Those who are give up after it doesn’t work several times - most use drag and drop vs. sync
• A lot of them are side loading music via their USB cord
• Few use Ampd.com to purchase music and push it to their phone, may vary according to market
• Users are using SD Card Readers and would like to see it included in the box







Findings
Places Used
• “everywhere”
• At work
• Gym
• Train and at home


Ease of Use Finding Content
• Majority said that ease of finding things was “OK”
• Participants mentioned many of them had  a learning curve, however they were able to learn about the phone fairly quickly– most said they


went from knowing nothing about the interface to knowing a lot about it quickly.
• No one said they had any issues finding content they had already downloaded
• Equal numbers accessed MyStuff and Amp’d Live to retrieve subscriptions and other content of theirs.
• Most used middle icon button on phone to access Amp’d Live “until it stopped working” – A number of members complained of the icon


button not working anymore during the groups


Search vs. Browse
• Most searched for music – “I know exactly what I want” but browsed for non-music content


Features of Phone/AL most Used
• MP3 (Sideloaded vs Purchased):   60%/40 split
• Video: 50%
• Camera (almost all)


Accessing “Owned Content”
• Users used Amp’d Live & MyStuff equally to access their content (especially subscription services)







Findings
IDLE Screen
• Customization was highly desired


• However, most  of our customers could not envision what Quantum would give them. They did
voice that they didn’t want others to see who they called, where they might have browsed or
what they may be watching.


• Want to be in control of what items come to the forefront of their Idle screen – so icons that
would jump them to their last used application or Amp’d page were cited as examples.


• User’s also cited their desire to customize the Amp’d Live home screen as well.
• Screen is too jumbled and they want to prioritize it in the order of what they feel is most


important, rather than how it is now.
• New UI Bar – People independently mentioned the fact that they would like the ability to jump


from category to category, because they will be so deep down in a section, i.e. A – Z in music,
where they might be 4 pages into the letter G, and they have no way to get back.


• This concept (of jumping from section to section) was enthusiastically received.
• Other pointed out that they would just go to Menu and select Home to get back to the


original screen.


Promo Video
• Liked the phone talking to them initially, but thought we needed to mix-it-up.


• Don’t want 3 and 4 iterations of the same person talking to them over and over again. It get’s old and
they instantly turn it off or move on in order to avoid hearing the voice again.







Findings
• UI Discovery and the Amp’d Secret Sect


• There was an interesting discussion about finding new items or a
different way of doing something in Amp’d. Kind of like a treasure
hunt. If people saw other Amp’d users in the subway or the bus
they would strike up a conversation and compare their experience
and do a “did you know Amp’d has this” or “you can do this.” They
felt like they were in some secret community/club.
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